One Cloud Microsoft

Make communication and collaboration
easier for everyone
The way we work together is changing. Conference calls, virtual meetings
and screen-sharing free people to work more productively wherever
they are. But separate data and voice networks can throw up barriers to
communication, while making things more complex and costly to both manage
and use. We’ll remove this complexity and help cut costs with an integrated,
cloud-based collaboration platform.
We have the potential to work from almost anywhere. Simple,
convenient collaboration solutions make virtual meetings feel as
natural as face-to-face, and can open up new ways of doing things.
As well as helping people be more productive, cloud-based
communications and collaboration cut complexity and reduce costs.
By consolidating voice and data, you can use your existing data
network, or even the internet, to connect to a cloud service and
introduce new collaboration tools – all without needing large amounts
of capex or in-house IT expertise.
One Cloud Microsoft offers a real choice in how you communicate,
with the same capabilities on mobile and desktop, including:
• H
 D voice – better clarity and understanding as people get
the message first time
• H
 D video – cuts the cost of business travel and frees up time
to be used productively
• I M and Presence – see availability and get instant answers
– to remove roadblocks and speed decision-making.
On a ‘pay as you go’ (per user per month) model there are lower
upfront costs and simple, predictable global pricing.
Digital transformation at a pace that suits
The great news is that it doesn’t have to be done all at once, and you
can make the move without massive upfront costs. You can start the
transition when you’re ready.
It’s even easier if you already have a BT data network, as we can deliver
new services faster and with less cost over your existing connection.
Or you can just access the service over the internet.

Unleash your real potential
• S implify communications – manage everything
from a single interface, via desktop or mobile
• B
 e more flexible and boost productivity – work
easily from home, on the move or at client sites
• M
 ake decisions faster – simplify and accelerate
communication and collaboration
• L ower your total cost of ownership – and cut
on-going communications costs
• A
 ccelerate implementation and adoption –
evaluate the potential for your business without
extensive up-front investment

One Cloud Microsoft

With the right platform in place, you can do
almost anything
One Cloud Microsoft is integrated with a number of our platforms.
And shared access means you can tap into a whole range of other
capabilities – all over your same connection.
No need for on-premises infrastructure with a fully managed hybrid
PBX or One Cloud Microsoft* – with all PSTN breakout provided by One
Cloud Microsoft. One Cloud users also have support for functionality
like dial-plan support, call-recording and response groups.
One Cloud monitoring
Our root cause analysis covers both the One Cloud platform and network
before a user even notices. It’s all delivered over the BT network on a per
user per month basis. And with no on-site equipment needed we can
quickly roll it out across even the largest UC environments.

Contact centres
Blends traditional contact centre functions with new channels (like
voice, chat, video, e-mail and social media) using the Skype for Business
application and infrastructure. That means agents can seamlessly

Get ready for Microsoft Teams
We’ve also been working very closely with Microsoft on Teams,
looking at the migration from Skype for Business.
We can support the integration of Teams into the BT cloud and
the migration of Microsoft UC users when they’re ready to move.

“We were looking for a global network and cloud services integration partner to help us gain more
suppliers and make it easier for us to implement new services for our employees and customers.”
General Manager of Global IT Solutions.

Why choose BT?
Skype for
Business

We are a Microsoft Gold partner with eight gold accreditations
and manage over 340,000 One Cloud Microsoft users from data
centres around the world – including redundant, geographically
analytics, each with a single global price per user type. We’re also:
•

Teams

Professional
Services
Support

BT One Cloud
Microsoft

based on Practical Guidance for Cloud Voice (Microsoft FastTrack)
partnersolutions.skypeforbusiness.com/partners/bt

• Positioned as a leader by Gartner in the Global UCaaS Magic
Quadrant in both 2016 and 2017
• Ranked “very strong” by GlobalData (formerly ‘Current Analysis’)
for global communications and collaboration in 2015, 2016
and 2017

BT Cloud contact
Microsoft

One Voice global SIP.
ICG – Inbound Contact
global.

What could One Cloud Microsoft do for you?
Visit btireland.com/products-and-services/communication/uniﬁed-communications
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